the worldwide leader in specialty harvesters.
Oxbo International Corp is the worldwide leader in specialty harvesters.

At Oxbo, we design, manufacture, and distribute innovative harvesting equipment and related products for the application, berry, citrus, coffee, forage, fresh market vegetable, jatropha, olive, processed vegetable, seed corn, and vineyard markets.

Oxbo became the leader in niche market agricultural equipment by partnering with our customers to drive innovation, product development, and harvesting efficiencies. Oxbo is large enough to drive innovation and small enough to build and value relationships with its customers.

The company’s roots are linked to two companies—Pixall Corp, and Byron Enterprises—and their development of specialized harvesters for corn, beans, and peas in the 1950’s and 1960’s. In 1998, Byron and Pixall joined to form Oxbo International. Over the years, Oxbo has added other specialty harvester products from companies like FMC and Korvan Industries.

Oxbo has three manufacturing facilities: Byron, New York; Clear Lake, Wisconsin; and Lynden, Washington. The company also operates six sales and service locations around the United States that are strategically positioned to support the customer base.

In 2011, Oxbo joined with Ploeger Machines B.V. to create the Ploeger Oxbo Group. The Ploeger Oxbo Group allows both companies to work together to better meet the needs of specialized agriculture across the globe.

As members of the Ploeger Oxbo Group, Ploeger and Oxbo work together to deliver solutions to specialty agriculture customers around the globe.

A tradition of support; a dedication to world class customer service.

Oxbo support personnel understand the urgency of keeping highly sophisticated equipment performing at full capacity, often around the clock during peak seasons.

Over the decades, Oxbo has developed a corporate philosophy and capability for providing expert service for all our core markets and a commitment to delivering the highest quality service and support when and where you need it. Our staff is highly trained and understands the importance of keeping your equipment working at full capacity.

Oxbo service is about more than solving in-season problems. Our technical service department has developed a full line of Preventative Maintenance Programs and inspection services aimed at getting equipment to peak performance during the off-season.

Oxbo is also committed to supporting certain markets through local dealers—ensuring that all Oxbo customers have ready, capable service whenever it is needed.
For decades, Oxbo has offered harvesting solutions to the vegetable industry. Oxbo’s current line of vegetable harvesters have been configured to meet the broad range of production needs, field configurations, and transport requirements.

The Oxbo 24 series features an integrated dump box configuration that can be equipped with various picking systems to accommodate multi-crop harvesting. The articulated chassis design has proven itself in some of the toughest field conditions in the world. Green beans, processed or fresh market sweet corn, and broad beans are just a few of the specialty crops that leverage the power of the 24 series.

Oxbo has developed and improved upon the FMC pea combine harvester over the past decade. The 6165 brings high capacity harvesting to the pea industry with an eye on fuel economy and in-field efficiency with new integrated precision technology options.

Oxbo also has a full line of corn heads configurable to meet the needs of your specific field conditions. With the long history in processed sweet corn, Oxbo corn heads offer the unparalleled ability for gentle harvest and minimal damage.

Two different ranges of dump carts with various capacities help complete the portfolio of harvesting solutions for vegetable growers. All dump carts are configurable to your unique demands and the new 35 Series dump carts bolt together for long life and easy transport to locations around the globe.

Oxbo offers the most complete line of seed corn harvesters and corn heads. Oxbo’s history of delivering high productivity to seed corn operations can be traced back to the legacy of the Byron brand. Today, Oxbo engineers draw on nearly 40 years of experience listening and responding to the demands of seed corn growers.

Oxbo offers both elevator discharge harvesters and harvesters with an integrated dump box. This gives Oxbo customers the ability to match the harvester, corn head, and transport method to their unique needs and field conditions. The Oxbo seed corn harvester range harvest from 4 up to 20 rows and from 1-9 acres per hour, depending on the model.

The high capacity 8435 accommodates up to a 20 row corn head to deliver the in-field productivity sought by today’s seed corn industry. It’s robust frame and heavy duty feeder house drive infield performance.

Oxbo continues to invest in corn head technology to deliver clean seed corn. Oxbo’s current line of corn heads continues to lead the industry in clean, high quality seed recovery. Oxbo corn heads cut the ear off cleaning plus intermeshing knife rolls do an superior job of residue management.

Oxbo offers harvesters, corn heads, and dump carts to assist in the full seed harvesting process:

**Vegetable Harvesters:**
- 2430 multi-crop harvester
- 2460 multi-crop harvester
- 2475 multi-crop harvester
- 2485 multi-crop harvester
- 2445 pea combine
- 6165 pea combine
- 9630 multi-crop harvester
- 8430 multi-crop harvester

**Fresh Market harvesters:**
- CP100 Pixall corn puller
- BH100 Pixall bean harvester
- CP400 Pixall 4-row corn puller
- Even Feeder & VST

**Heads & Dump Carts:**
- 1500 Series Dump Carts
- 35 Series Dump Carts
- 3000 Series Corn Heads
- 50 Series Corn Heads
- VPCII Picking Heads
- 4040 Picking Head

**Harvesters:**
- 8435 high capacity harvester
- 8430 elevator harvester
- 9630 integrated dump box
- 2485 integrated dump box
- 2475 integrated dump box
- 2460 integrated dump box

**Corn Heads:**
- 50 series

**Dump Carts:**
- 35 Series
- 15 Series

Oxbo 2475 multi-crop harvester

Oxbo 6165 pea harvester

Oxbo 2460 multi-crop harvester

Oxbo 8435 elevator discharge seed harvester

Oxbo 9630 dump box seed harvester

Oxbo 2485 dump box seed harvester
The Korvan brand built a name in the berry industry by delivering high quality harvesters that reduced the need for labor. Oxbo continues the commitment to the industry through the development and improvement of the entire line of berry and coffee harvesters.

Oxbo offers a broad range of grape harvesters but each model utilizes:

- **High capacity bucket conveyance** to maintain fruit integrity and minimize juice loss.
- **An efficient three-fan cleaning system** that removes debris during a fruit transition.

Oxbo’s bow rod picking system thoroughly removes fruit with minimal damage in grape, raisin, and olive applications. The trunk shaking system has been designed for growers with divided canopy trellis systems.

Every Oxbo grape, raisin, and olive harvester was designed for stability and in-field performance. All models feature a low-mounted John Deere engine for a low center of gravity and easy access for routine service; each model also features a center-mounted operator that provides excellent visibility.

The full Oxbo line of grape, raisin, and olive harvesters includes the following models:

### Grape Harvesters:
- 316XL tow behind
- 3016XL self-propelled
- 3209XL GDC
- 3216XL wide-trellis
- 4420 multi-function
- 6220 trunk shaker

### Raisin Harvesters:
- 3016XLR self-propelled
- 3216XLR wide-trellis

### SHD Olive Harvester:
- 6420 self-propelled

### Raspberry Harvesters:
- 9120 side-drive
- 7420 top load
- 930 tow-behind

### Blueberry Harvesters:
- 8000 single drop
- 7420 top load
- 930 tow-behind

Oxbo offers three different picking systems:

- The **Orbirotor®** is a unique picking system that allows you to get into the field three days earlier and take advantage of the early season price. It features a gentle orbital picking action.
- The **Dynarotor®** is a picking system developed specifically for the blueberry industry. The more aggressive horizontal picking action effectively removes blueberries and is compatible with nearly every variety.
- Oxbo also offers a traditional **Sway** picking head that simply moves the entire plant back and forth.

Oxbo also features effective push-pull, knife edge, and traditional suction fans to deliver an extremely clean end product to the flat, tote, or lug.

The full Oxbo line of raspberry, blueberry, and coffee harvesters includes:
Oxbo has been the market leader in wide swath merger technology since the introduction of the first Miller Pro branded merger in the late 1990s. At the forefront of the industry, Oxbo has pushed forward with research and development of mergers aimed to add productivity. From the 30- and 34-foot tow behind mergers to the new 34-foot self-propelled merger, Oxbo has been a driving force behind the logistics of successful hay-in-a-day.

Merging delivers high quality forage:
- Less contamination from soil getting into the finished windrow
- Fewer stones picked up than raking which improves the overall forage quality and chopper knife wear.

All Oxbo mergers deliver:
- Flexible ground clearance for optimal operation in most terrain
- Rubber mounted tines, spaced 2-inches apart for excellent crop recovery
- Internal float system for smooth ground following without header bounce at high ground speeds
- 10-foot transport width
- Wide skid shoes for smooth header ride

The Oxbo line of forage products includes:

**Mergers:**
- 4334 self-propelled merger
- 334 34-foot tow behind merger
- 330 30-foot tow behind merger
- 1800 twin merger
- 1416 twin merger
- 918 single merger

**Forage Carts:**
- 35 Series
- 15 Series

Oxbo is committed to supporting specialty agriculture growers both through Oxbo-manufactured products and through other manufactured products.

**Miller Application Equipment:** Oxbo has been selling and supporting Miller sprayers for over ten years. Miller builds high-performance, high-clearance sprayers. From the Nitro to the Condor and the Atlas, Oxbo supports Miller equipment with trained technicians and large part inventories at each location. Currently, Oxbo sells and supports Miller equipment from all of our sales and service locations.

**Oxbo Floater Truck:** Oxbo floater trucks combine the popular Navistar chassis with the industry leading New Leader spreader boxes. We build all models to buyer specifications, and equip them with a variety of precision systems.

**AgLeader:** Oxbo understands the demands of agriculture and supports our customers with the latest technology from AgLeader. From GPS, steering, and guidance to a variety of displays, Oxbo delivers the dynamic technology to increase the efficiencies of your operation.

**Orthman:** Oxbo also sells and supports the line of Orthman strip-till equipment.

**McCormick Tractors:** Several Oxbo locations sell and support McCormick tractors.
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Oxbo designs, builds, and distributes a number of specialty crop harvesters and equipment. Oxbo continually works with various industries to use technology to deliver labor savings and productivity.

**Peppers:** The Oxbo 2430, 2470, and 1080 have proven to efficiently and effectively harvest clean loads of dry chili peppers. These harvesters come equipped with row-independent picking heads and both integrated dump box and elevator discharge options.

**Stevia:** Oxbo has worked with the Stevia industry to test various harvesting methods for this specialty crop. The Oxbo VPCII line of picking heads has proven in field trials to strip Stevia leaves. Oxbo continues to work with the industry to deliver the right harvesting system for this specialty market.

**Fresh Market Vegetables:** The Pixall name has long been the standard for simple and effective one-row fresh market harvesters. Both Oxbo’s Pixall BH100 and CP100 give small operations the benefits of mechanical harvest and high quality harvested crops. Oxbo also builds a vibratory sorting table and an even feeder to increase production for small fresh market bean operations.

**Coffee:** The Korvan brand delivered a simple, robust harvester capable of selectively harvesting coffee. The stable platform and dependable design continue to make this model popular in the industry.

**Jatropha:** Leveraging the coffee and berry harvesting technology, Oxbo has delivered a viable jatropha harvester to mechanize and reduce the labor for harvesting this unique fuel-crop.

**Citrus:** Oxbo has partnered with the citrus industry for over a decade to provide harvesting options. Oxbo continues to be at the forefront of technology for the various harvesting needs of the diverse citrus industry.

As part of the Ploeger Oxbo Group, Oxbo can provide its customers with the most comprehensive product offering for specialty crop harvesting. This partnership provides Oxbo customers world-wide with the solutions needed to reduce harvest costs.

The Ploeger Oxbo relationship gives North American customers easy access to Ploeger potato harvesters backed by Oxbo customer service.

- Ploeger potato harvesters feature tracks with 4-wheel steering to deliver **maneuverability** and the ability to **harvest even in difficult field conditions**
- Two independent digging units for better depth control
- Harvester and cab position designed for ultimate visibility and to **maintain potato quality**
- Cleaning system options allow growers to customize the harvester with the unique options to fit their field conditions

Ploeger also offers harvesting solutions for various other specialty crops:

**Root Crop Harvesters:**
- AR-4B Potato harvester
- AR-4W Potato harvester
- AR-6W Potato harvester

**Spinach Harvesters:**
- MKC-2TR Spinach harvester
- MKC-4TR Spinach harvester
- MKC-8 Spinach harvester
- BPMK-2100 Spinach harvester
- MK-2100L Spinach harvester

**Bean Harvesters:**
- BP-2100 Bean harvester
- GB3300 Bean harvester
# Oxbo Company Locations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturing, New York</th>
<th>Manufacturing, Wisconsin</th>
<th>Manufacturing, Washington</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7275 Byron Rd</td>
<td>100 Bean St</td>
<td>270 Birch Bay Lynden Rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byron, NY 14422</td>
<td>Clear Lake, WI 54005</td>
<td>Lynden, WA 98264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>585.548.2665</td>
<td>715.263.2112</td>
<td>360.354.1500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sales &amp; Service, Indiana</th>
<th>Sales &amp; Service, Iowa</th>
<th>Sales &amp; Service, Illinois</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10605 W 750 N</td>
<td>23645 Diagonal Rd</td>
<td>26709 Meridian Rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipshewana, IN 46565</td>
<td>Grundy Center, IA 50638</td>
<td>Mendota, IL 61342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260.768.3217</td>
<td>319.824.5241</td>
<td>815.539.7207</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sales &amp; Service, Washington</th>
<th>Sales &amp; Service, California</th>
<th>Sales &amp; Service, Florida</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>815 N Oregon Ave</td>
<td>2539 Simpson St</td>
<td>LaBelle, FL 33935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pasco, WA 99301</td>
<td>Kingsburg, CA 93631</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>509.544.0362</td>
<td>559.897.7012</td>
<td>863.991.2979</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Ploeger Oxbo Group
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